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Choice of the type of analysis
The seismic analysis can be carried out in accordance with the Eurocode 8with the following approaches:

A. Linear static analysis with forces equivalent to the earthquake

B. Dynamic linear analysis with response spectrum (also referred to as Response Spectrum or RS )

C. Nonlinear static "pushover" analysis

D. Nonlinear dynamic step analysis using accelerograms

In this tutorial we will deal with pushover analysis
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Checking the model

The model we will use is of a 4-storey 
reinforced concrete building, made up of 
beams, pillars and partitions.

Assign / Rebars mask we check that all 
the elements have the assigned bar 
reinforcement
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Checking the model

To automatically dimension the reinforcement of beams, columns and partitions, it is possible to use the «Static Rebar 
Design» procedure accessible from Results / Checks . It is necessary to perform it against the load cases / combinations 
that you want to use for the dimensioning of the bars.

From Assign / 
Project materials we 
choose the material 
of the bars and 
indicate the ID of the 
material before 
starting the sizing 
procedure
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Plastic hinges

The non-linear capacity of an element is modeled through plastic hinges, which are defined using the Assign / Hinges 
command.

1. We choose a name for the hinge, then a 
position (0 start of beam or 100 end of 
beam), and click on Add hinge properties

2. We select the type of hinges based on the 
material:

EC8_RC_hinge for reinforced concrete

Steel_hinge_EC3 for steel

Aluminium EC9

EC6_Masonry
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Plastic hinges
3. Set the active degrees of freedom of the hinge 
to Auto and press Add DoF

4. A mask will open from which to select the 
active DoFs, for which a domain will be written.
Interaction with N pane :
- None to generate a constant domain as the 
axial action N varies;
- NVM to generate a variable domain with N 
(recommended).

Press OK
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Plastic hinges
5. In the next screen some characteristics of the 
rigid-plastic behaviour of the hinges can be 
specified:
- cKpl is the ratio between the slope of the 

plastic branch and the elastic branch for 
selected DoF of the element

- Fres / Fy is the ratio between Fy and residual 
resistance.

The adoption of default values is recommended. 
Press OK.
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Plastic hinges

With the procedure described, generate the following 
types of hinges:
- For beams, NVM type with active DoFs Mz and Vy 

(if in the presence of a rigid diaphragm);
- For columns and walls, NVM type with active DoFs 

N, My, Mz, Vy, Vz

Then assign hinge types to elements with the Assign 
to Selected Elements command .
Wait for the calculation of the hinges and the 
assignment to the elements.

You can select items by type with the View / Select 
By / Property (ALT + J) form.
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Plastic hinges

Once all hinges have 
been assigned, they are 
represented by dots at 
the beginning and end 
of the elements.

To see the assigned 
values, we activate 
Show assigned .

For each hinge, it will be 
possible to modify the 
assigned value with the 
Modify button or view 
the calculated N-Vy-Vz 
and N-My-Mz domains .
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Analysis setup
To set up the pushover analysis we will refer to load cases containing already set floor forces (e.g. earthquakeX 
and earthquakeY cases from the previous seimic analysis tutorial).
The load case of the following figure will be used as modal distribution.

SEISsw load case generated for the spectral 
analysis, which contains all the seismic 
weights.
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Analysis setup
Before setting up the analyzes, we set an elastic spectrum for the limit state of interest (eg SLV) which will later be 
used for the global verification of the building.
We always use the Eurocode 8 Spectrum function from Edit / Functions .
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Analysis setup
It is important to understand the logic of the analysis setup. In particular, we want:
- a static analysis for the application of the seismic weights, to be carried out before pushover
- a pushover analysis in displacement control, conducted by monitoring a node at the top of the building (called the 

control node, preferably in a barycentric position)

From Assign / Analysis settings we first create the 
nonlinear static analysis for the application of seismic 
weights.
Click on SEISsw , then right click, and select Load case 
from combo

LC_SEISsw is created , which we will set as Non-Linear / 
Static and with:

- Number of steps = 10
- Minimum increment = 0.1
- Tolerance = 0.01
Click on Edit
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Analysis setup

Let's convert the earthquakeX case into a non-linear 
case by setting:
- Non-Linear / Static
- Number of steps = 200
- Minimum increment = 0.001
- Tolerance = 0.01 (with the default solver, the 

tolerance is in force and can be increased; with 
OpenSees it’s in terms of energy).

Modify once, so that the Run after box is active, in 
which we select LC_SEISsw as previous case.

Finally, we select the check on Displacement control and 
in the mask that appears we specify the direction of the 
lateral load (X in this case).

Press again on Modify 
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Analysis setup

We then adjust the last displacement by acting on the 
number of steps and the minimum increment.

The final displacement of the control point, for
displacement-controlled analyses, is represented, in
model units by:
Final - Initial time = 1.132 - 1 = 0.132 [m]

A conservative estimate for having pushover curves in 
which the loss of resistance is visible is to assign an 
ultimate displacement equal to about 1-2% of the 
building height (equivalently, 1 or 2% inter-storey). For 
our example, the final displacement is 13.2cm (1%).

In displacement control it is convenient to set:
- A minimum increment always equal to step = 0.001
- A number of steps equal to:

edificio

steps

H
n c

step
where c is from 0.005 to 

0.015
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Analysis setup

Some important considerations:

a) Pushover analysis is only representative if performed AFTER vertical model loading

b) Each step of the analysis is subjected to the convergence check, i.e. the solver checks that residual (the share of 
unbalanced forces) is less than tolerance (value chosen by the user)

c) The default solver uses a tolerance in terms of FORCE, therefore it is also possible to use high values (eg 10 [kN]) 
in order to allow the calculation up to collapse. In other words, the tolerance must be sufficient to accept 
increases in displacement which correspond to vertical drops in resistance. 
Conversely, too high a tolerance makes the calculation unrepresentative

d) The external solver OpenSees (see www.nextfem.it/it/opensees-ita/ ) uses a tolerance in terms of ENERGY, 
therefore it can have a lower value. However, even if you maintain high values for the tolerance, the solver 
usually returns very low residuals

e) If the analysis ends prematurely, the results will be available for the calculated part of the pushover curve until 
the analysis is stopped. The analysis stops when, after the set limit of maximum iterations , the residual is still 
greater than the tolerance.

http://www.nextfem.it/it/opensees-ita/
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Analysis setup
If the analysis does not converge:

 Check the Analysis Log from the Tools menu .
If the analysis is not successful, read the residual 
for the last increment and for each DoF

 With the OpenSees external solver, the error 
messages are in the format highlighted below. 
The residual value in terms of energy is displayed 
for each increment ( CTestEnergyIncr )

 Therefore, consider to:
 increase (in moderation) the tolerance based 

on the residue found
 decrease the load step to facilitate the 

analysis
 increase the number of steps
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Results
In results view, for the Beam diagrams option, the color display of the state of the plastic hinges is available, different 
for each degree of freedom (N, Vy, Vz, etc.)

If the zipper is green , it is in the elastic 
range

If the hinge is blue , it is a plastic field

If the zipper is red , it has reached 
collapse

For coupled NVM hinges, exiting the 
domain causes the simultaneous 
breaking of the connected degrees of 
freedom (eg My and Mz)

You should always check the results as 
the time changes in DataSet in the 
status bar
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Global verification
Let's check the curve obtained from Results / Extract data .
We select the case of pushover, the flag Plot versus time/mode and Base shear VS. Top displ. in the proper direction.
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Global verification
We can then move on to the global verification with the N2 method according to Eurocode 8.
All the steps for bilinearising the curve and searching for the Performance Point are automatically managed by the 
"N2 Method" command at the bottom right of the graph. We select the reference elastic spectrum, the main mode 
number in the proper direction and the pushover direction.

All calculation data will 
be provided, such as:

Fpart : participation 
factor
m * : participant mass
T * : period of the 
equivalent bilinear 
system
q * : estimate of the 
behavior factor
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Global verification

Some important considerations:

a) The pushover analysis is only representative if the participation 
factor is greater than 1

b) The displacement demand d* is the displacement of the 
Performance Point, and is calculated according to Eurocode 8.

c) The bilinearization procedure of the curve is automatic if rigid 
planes and masses are defined. In this process, the curve is 
truncated if it loses 15% of resistance. The elastic part is 
evaluated at 60% of the ultimate strength.

d) The graph provided represents the global verification, in ADRS 
format (Sd VS. Sa) and must be compared with an ELASTIC 
spectrum for the corresponding Limit State (CLS, LLS, DLS, OLS).
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Global verification
There are some cases where the verification is not satisfied, 
as shown in the figure.
In this case, it is possible that the pushover curve obtained is 
not complete - it could be necessary to increase the 
tolerance, decrease the load increase or increase the steps to 
continue the calculation, and then re-run the analysis.

Situation not verified since 
demand d * is not reached by the curve
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Local checks

For reinforced concrete and steel structures, the standard 
provides for local capacity checks to be carried out:

• For ductile mechanisms, checking that the rotational capacity 
of the hinge is higher than that required in the Performance 
Point

• For fragile mechanisms, checking that at the Performance 
Point the shear strength is higher than the stressing shear

Let 's open Results / Verifications and set the mask as shown in 
the figure, lastly setting the Check Set on EC8_RC_hinge. This will 
automatically select the time corresponding to the Performance 
Point.

The checks are carried out only for stations I and J which host 
the hinges.
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Local checks

We then obtain the local checks, in table form with the Demand / Capacity ratios for each hinge.
Ratios greater than 1 do not satisfy the verification.
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Conclusions

We performed a pushover analysis with a pattern of lateral forces congruent to the fundamental modes of the 
building, for each direction X and Y.

We can also perform the analysis with a massa-proportional lateral force distribution. "EC8 
MassesAsLateralForces" function generates this distribution, proportionally to the floor masses.
For this purpose it is possible to create 2 other load cases (eg unifX and unifY ).

It is possible to combine the lateral pattern of forces with the plane torque forces hosted in the SEISecc5x and 
SEISecc5y cases as follows:
• In Assign / Analysis settings select the load cases (e.g. unifX and ecc5x), right click, select Linear-add combo 

from selection
• If necessary, rename the newly created combination with an intelligible name (e.g. unifX-ecc5x )
• Still from the right-click menu, select Loadcase from combo
• A load case "LC_ unifX-ecc5x » , which can be set as non-linear static as previously done for earthquakeX .
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